Friday, August 2, 2019

A/B/C Shift

198 Calls for Service

**Burglary/6300 blk W Brinkley Rd**- At 0240 hours an unidentified person cut the chain-link fence on the north side of the property. Several of the vehicles inside the fenced perimeter were accessed and diesel fuel and tools were stolen. No suspect info at this time.

**Mental/500 blk S Irby St**- Male called requesting help for his addiction. He was provided a ride to Trios for contact with Crisis. Copy of report provided to MHP.

**Theft/6800 blk W Canal Dr**- Unidentified suspect stole several toner cartridges valued at $1125 from the store. The manager believes the suspect may be involved in numerous other thefts

**Eluding/Vancouver & 10th Ave**- Vehicle was seen in area of Vancouver St and 10th Ave. Vehicle had two different plates on it. Traffic stop was attempted and vehicle fled eastbound on 10th Ave. The pursuit was terminated as the vehicle continued at a high rate of speed through the construction zone at 10th Ave and Olympia. Vehicle was seen turning into Park Middle School where the passenger exited. The passenger was arrested and booked on warrants. The driver of the vehicle abandoned the vehicle and fled. It was determined that he had taken a bus to the transit center on Okanogan Place on the west end. He was greeted by officers at that location and booked for eluding.

**Mental/8100 blk W 4th Ave**- Pregnant female made suicidal statements via social media. Family could not locate her and her children. She was not at her residence. After phone contact was made she was discovered to be parked alongside the roadway, near Benton City. BCSO contacted her. This incident was forwarded to MHP for their information.
A/B/C Shifts

156 Calls for Service

**Weapons/1700 blk W 30th Ave**- Reporting party advised several 9mm casing on the ground near his residence. The above residence hosted a party the night before. Male had arrived along with three other males and two females. He and his friends were asked to leave because they were not invited and were making everyone uncomfortable. The male had brandished two guns during the party and identified himself as a gang member. While he was outside after leaving the residence he fired several gunshots allegedly into the air. Casings were collected and area canvas was conducted. There was a weapons call the previous night but was reported several blocks away from where the incident occurred. Referred to CID for review and follow-up.

**Assault/4100 blk W Clearwater Ave**- Male was assisting a fund raising car wash at the location by holding a sign along Clearwater Ave. Male stopped his vehicle and engaged in an argument with the male which became heated. A third party ran over to break up the dispute when driver grabbed his gun from his vehicle. He held the gun down at his side telling the other two males to stay back. He left the scene but was later contacted. He advised that he felt threatened because the two men were coming at him. He never pointed the gun at anyone and just took it from his vehicle to stop the situation. Nobody involved wished to be a victim in the incident. The group raising money for soccer camp was banished from the parking lot by employees due to the incident.

**Graffiti/3200 blk W Clearwater Ave**- Green spray paint on the north wall of the carport behind business. Linked to CID and unable to locate owner info.

**Assault/100 blk- Vista Way**- Two females, both ex-wives of the same man ended up at the above location. Words were exchanged and one assaulted the other by hitting her in the face and pulling her hair. A 16-year-old daughter also assaulted the other ex-wife. Video could not be reviewed immediately so statements were taken and parties were released pending the completion of the investigation. After reviewing the video ex-wife and her 16-year-old daughter were issued citation and JCR for Assault in the 4th degree. She also lied to officers about her name and was also issued a citation for false reporting.

**Weapons-E 7th & Hawthorne St**- Officer responded to the report of possible shots heard in the area of E 7th & Hawthorne. Benton County Deputy was in the area at the time and also heard them. Five males were contacted in the 900 block of E 7th Ave. One male ran immediately but the other four followed commands and were detained. The vehicle they were in was full of unopened alcohol and all the males were between 16 and 18 years old. The driver, a 16-year-old male, had taken the vehicle from his parents without their knowledge so he was arrested for **Taking Motor Vehicle without permission and Possession of Marijuana**. 17-year-old male
was charged with *Minor in Possession of alcohol* after admitting it was all his and his plan was to sell it. They admitted to hearing some shots or something like shots but denied knowing anything about the shots. Officers did locate what appeared to be spent fireworks in the area which may have been what was heard. Nothing else located.

**Assault DV/4700 blk W Metaline Ave**- Female reported she had been assaulted several times over the past week by her boyfriend. She had multiple bruises consistent with her story. He was contacted at the apartment and arrested for Assault DV.

### **Sunday, August 4, 2019**

**A/B/C Shifts**

120 Calls for Service

**Burglary, Assault 3rd Degree/3200 blk W 47th Ave**- Officers responded to location for suspicious subject at their door. Officers arrived into the area and contacted a green Plymouth van. As officers approached they could see a male in the front passenger seat and another male hiding in the back. As officers contacted one male at the driver's door he quickly started the vehicle and began to speed off. As he did this the driver's door of the van was open with officers giving him commands to stop. Both officers in proximity of the vehicle had to take evasive action in order to avoid being struck by the vehicle. Officers attempted to catch up to the vehicle and located it abandoned in a driveway in the 1200 blk Canyon Lakes Drive. Video showed two males fleeing the vehicle on foot. K9 was called out and tracked to the assisted living facility nearby. Officers on containment also noticed the second male enter the building. Officers entered and contacted him in a restroom hiding in the shower. He was escorted from the shower and taken into custody. He was booked for burglary. The first male was identified as the driver of the vehicle and was later contacted at his residence. He initially claimed his vehicle had been stolen, but we did not believe him. Per Prosecutor’s office he was booked for Assault 3rd Degree.

**Vehicle Theft/4400 blk W Clearwater Ave**- At 1855 hours a green 2004 Chrysler Pacifica minivan was stolen from the parking lot. The owner advised he had picked up a husky black male with a shaved head to give him a ride. The owner stopped and went inside the store leaving the male in the vehicle. The male got into the driver side and stole the vehicle. A stolen report was taken and ATL put out.

**Recovered Stolen/6900 blk W Willamette Ave**- At 1936 hours the above stolen vehicle was reported to be in the area on Willamette being driven by a black male who was harassing residents and refusing to leave their property when asked to do so. Officers located the vehicle at the above location. The driver was compliant at first but then fled from Officers. A short pursuit into Richland ended with the suspect ditching the vehicle and running into a residence in the 1400 blk Carson St Richland. The residents exited and stated the male was unknown to them. The house was contained, a consent to search was obtained from the home owner and with the help of on-duty SWAT and K-9 the suspect was located inside of the residence and
placed into custody without additional incident. The suspect lied about his name so was booked for possession of a stolen vehicle and Attempt to elude and police vehicle, as "John Doe". His prints returned as 49-year-old male from Seattle WA. The 72-hour hold was updated with his correct information and additional charges of DWLS 3rd and False reporting are being sent up in addition to the felony charges.

**Law Assist Prosser PD/Prosser WA**- Prosser Officer responded to the report of two males in black trying to break into the residence. Officer advised of a foot pursuit and then shots fired and he was hit in the leg. On duty SWAT and K-9 responded to assist Prosser PD. SIU was also activated.
August 10, 2019

The 2019 Tri Cities Crime Stoppers "Drink Some Wine & Solve A Crime" event is a fun way to spend the day tasting wines in the heart of Washington Wine Country. Visit five different wineries (two routes to choose from) in the Benton City and Prosser, Washington areas and help solve our crime along the way.

During the day you will receive tips to an unsolved crime. With those tips, you become the Detective and solve the crime. If you solve the crime, you are entered into the drawing for the $250.00 cash reward offered by Tri Cities Crime Stoppers for solving the case.

$65.00 Registration by July 31st includes- $75.00 after
- Tasting at five (5) wineries
- Transportation
- Event Wine Glass
- Welcome Bag
- Lunch
- Snacks
- Dessert

To register and more information go to- tricitiescrimestoppers.org
August 6th
Tuesday
5-7:30p

Kennewick

SOUTHRIDGE
Sports & Events Complex
2901 Southridge Blvd.

Free Food and Drink to the First 1,000 People
Applewood Smoked Pulled Pork
Quarter Pound All Beef Franks
Chips - Provided by Gesa Carousel of Dreams
Drinks - Provided by Coca-Cola

Free Activities!
★ Bounce Houses
~ Sponsored by Crime Stoppers
★ Live Performances
★ Interactive Arena
~ Provided by Windermere
★ Face Painting
★ Big Top the Clown
★ Vehicle Displays
★ Vendor Booth Activities
★ And More!

KennewickRecreation.com
The Gesa Carousel of Dreams will be open during the event